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Abstract-Remote sensing image fusion

seems such as be an effective approach to

make utilization of a big quantities of

data through multiple sensors. Many

remote sensing applications require both

high spatial as well as high spectral

resolutions, especially for GIS-based

applications, but instead different earth

satellites such as SPOT, Landsat 7, as well

as IKONOS provide both panchromatic

(Pan) images at a higher spatial resolution

as well as multispectral (MS) images at a

lower spatial resolution, and many remote

sensing applications require both high

spatial as well as high spectral

resolutions. A remote sensing image

fusion methodology is developed that

seems to be utilize a deep convolutional

neural network to absorb spectral and

spatial features from source images. To

generate a fused MS image having high

spatial resolution, remote sensing image

fusion can combine the spatial detail of a

panchromatic (PAN) image with the

spectrum information of a low-resolution

multispectral (MS) image.

Keywords-panchromatic (Pan) images,

multispectral (MS) images.



I INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing's resolution images is

always constrained in optical remote sensing

due to onboard storage and bandwidth. As a

result, panchromatic (PAN) multispectral

(MS) photos as well as images with high

spatial resolution with high spectral

resolution are frequently provided by remote

sensing satellites. The conception of sparse

representation indicates that a common

image can always be adequately described

through only a few coefficients as well as

descriptions.Deepan, P., and L. R. Sudha et

al.[8] previously suggested a Convolutional

Neural Network accuracy for object

categorization relying on average feature

fusion. Cai et al.[7] has evaluated the fusion

of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR),

Hyperspectral Images (HS), as well as

extremely high-resolution Visible (Vis)

images using a multi-sensor classification

technique based on deep learning ensemble

procedure and decision fusion framework.

Shen, Huanfeng, [9] has suggested a

PAN/MS fusion technique that includes the

a significant residual gradient CNN in a

model-based approach.Chen, Yuehong et al.

[10] have introduced a new spatiotemporal

image fusion method for remote sensing

approach for 2 pairs of CR–FR images

focused on two multiscale convolutional

neural networks (STFMCNN).Wang et al.

[11] has introduced to forecast Landsat-like

photos, researchers employed a residual

convolution neural network, which may be

used even if only two past images are

available.

The portions of this paper is organised as

follows. Section I describes introduces

remote sensing image fusion. The

related works are described in Section II.

The proposed design is shown in Section III.

In Section IV, the experimental results and

discussions are presented. The conclusion

are summarised in Section V.

II RELATEDWORKS

Hu and Qiu has described based on sparse

representation and guided filtering, an

unique multi-modality image fusion

approach. [12]. Raza and Asif [13]

have developed IR-MSDNet as an

innovative as well as effective deep

architecture for learning robust and

discriminative salient representations in

order to execute IR and visible image fusion.

Nirmalraj et al. [14] employing the deep

learning technique, propose compressive

sensing for effective visible and infrared

image fusion sparse representation

convolutional F-CSR.



In urban places, Bigdeli et al. [15]

has provided a collection of deep learning

methods for hyperspectral expansion,

LiDAR, and visible RGB data. From RGB

and LiDAR data, first, certain textural and

height data were retrieved. A fusion

strategy for multimodal medical images has

been established [16], which is based on the

SGF and SR. Vaish et al. [17] has created

Multi-Resolution Singular Value

Decomposition is used to reduce fused

images using a sparse representation

(MSVD).

Wu, Yuanyuan, et al. [18] have developed

RDFNet, data fusion over three channels

using a distributed fusion framework based

on residual CNN (RCNN). A novel change

detection method combining SR as well as a

capsule network has been proposed by

Wang et al.[19]. Tan et al. [20] have

proposed a weighted GSR model-based

picture fusion approach. Shibu et al. [21]

has developed a new multiscale

decomposition-based CNN as well as SR-

based diagnostic medical fusion approach.

III PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY

Employ a remote sensing image fusion

approach based on sparse representation as

well as deep CNN to enhance the quality of

certain fused image.First, apply sparse

coefficients to shows the actual images in

the approach. Second, the high values of

panchromatic (Pan) image sparse

coefficients are reduced to 0. Third, the

linear weighted averaging fusion approach is

being utilised to implement the coefficients

of panchromatic (PAN) as well as

multispectral (MS) images.

Finally, the united sparse coefficients as

well as deep CNN are combined to rebuild

the fused image.The spatial resolution of

PAN images is often considerable, while the

spectral resolution is modest, although the

immense spectral resolution, MS images

have a low spatial resolution and the high

spectral resolution.
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Fig 1: schematic diagram of proposed

remote sensing image fusion



Only few coefficients could be employed to

characterize a signal in sparse representation

theory. The image's leading feature is

frequently characterized by the maximum of

sparse coefficients. The maximums in a

remote sensing image incorporate spectral

data, meanwhile the minimums represent

spatial data.

3.1 Remote Sensing Image Fusion Based on

Deep CNN

When using multi resolution analysis or

sparse representation to accomplish image

fusion, for example, the first step is to use a

dictionary of base filters or atoms to express

the source images. The second stage entails

determining the most acceptable techniques,

such as weights differences are produced

once the expressions have been derived.

Image Fusion's objective is to develop a

high-resolution MS image. As an outcome,

the network generates a high spatial

resolution label MS image from both a PAN

as well as a low spatial resolution MS image

as input data.

A convolution operation is defined as:

�=����(�0�) (1)

In (1), ���� indicates the activation

function, �0 is the convolution inputand �

represents the convolution kernal.

3.2 Sparse Representation

Sparse representation involves the use

redundant data to represent information in a

more general and effective manner,

particularly corresponds towards how

individuals interpret data. The SR's intention

is to identify the fewest nonzero atoms

among all possible solutions by finding the

sparsest coefficients. As a result, the

overcomplete dictionary and sparse coding

are two of the most significant aspects of SR.

On the one hand, patches are used to split a

number of training images.

IV RESULTS AND DISUSSION

On various pairs of multi focus images, the

suggested method is compared to the

standard fusion algorithms of Brovey

transform (Brovey), intensity-hue-saturation

(IHS), principal component analysis (PCA),

discrete wavelet transform (DWT), as well

as fast discrete curvelet transform (FDCT).



Fig 2: Various methodologies in statistical

evaluation histograms of Correlation

Coefficient (CC) findings in IKONOS Data

Fig 3: ERGAS outcomes histograms

analysed statistically using several ways

(IKONOS Data).

Fig4:PSNR observations statistical

evaluation histograms employing several

approaches (IKONOS Data).

The correlation coefficient (CC), ERGAS,

as well as PSNR canutilized to assess the

fusion images' high spectral resolution

information. According to Figures (2), (3),

and (4), the propose method's CC is higher,

whereas ERGAS and PSNR are lower.

V CONCLUSION

This work presents a significant contribution

by offering a sparse representation and deep

convolution neural network-based remote

sensing image fusion framework. The

proposed method is capable of processing

various bands of MS images as well as

various sorts of PAN objects. It has a high

fusion quality: the proposed methodology

can dependably combine the MS image

spectral information and also the Pan Image

spatial information.
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